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INTERMEDIATE AGILITY 

Student Notes - Week 6 

Verbals can make a difference 

How important is your voice in agility? An upbeat voice can motivate a reluctant dog, or throw a tightly wound 
dog into a frenzy. We rely on our voice to give sharp, clear direction, and to signal to the dog when we are ready 
to work. Voice also signals the handler’s emotional state to the dog. 

One of your many jobs as your dog’s handler is to pay attention to what signals your voice is giving to your dog… 

 A dog will react much more enthusiastically to a high-pitched and enthusiastic voice (not the same as a shrill 
or shrieking voice) than to a monotonous one. This may be tough for some men with low pitched voices, but 

they can at any rate try to simulate enthusiasm  

 A loud and low-pitched voice sound threatening to a dog, and may make the dog fearful. Even if you don’t 
intend to sound harsh, keep in mind that your dog may be reading more into your voice than you intend. 

 In every agility trial you will see a dog whose handler is trying to keep their voice upbeat, but whose dog is 
instead reading the inflections of their handler’s voice as being “corrective” and so the dog is subsequently 
shutting down.  If your dog is reading things into your voice that you don’t intend, you might have to work on 
that as a separate exercise.  Start by having some great treats or a toy, and work a slightly corrective tone 
into your voice (as if your dog had chewed up your favorite shoes) and then ask the dog for something very 
easy, like a sit.  When they do, immediately switch to happy, play mode.  You are trying to teach your dog 
that by offering behaviours they can cause you to switch your tone from tense to happy.  Eventually, if they 
learn that a corrective tone isn’t the end of the world, and that they can cause you to change it by offering 
behaviors,  they will start offering behaviours when you seem upset or tense on the agility field, rather than 

simply shutting down.  This requires that you always let the dog fix  their mistakes at home, so if your dog 
actually HAS chewed up your favorite shoes make sure that when they try to “fix” it by offering you a sit or a 
down, you immediately switch upset to happy tone.  Then put your shoes away.  

 One other thing that may help is to create a slightly more stressed environment in training, so the dog will 
learn to work through your tension.  That can simply mean that when you are running sequences in practice, 
try to visualize something important being on the line, great crowds of people watching … something that will 
add the tension in your voice that the dog is picking up on in actual trial situations.  When you are in actual 
trialing situations try to relax, so that you will have less tension in your voice, and the dog will not pick up on 
your stress.  Look for small successes, don’t worry about mistakes - you can fix them later in practice, 
remember it is about you playing with your dog, so keep it fun! 

  Be sure you are not using commands that your dog does not know yet. For 
example, if your dog does not know what “Easy” means, do not use 

“Easy…Easy…Easy” on the dog walk. First be sure that your dog knows 
“Easy” on the flat, with the dog off leash. 

SEQUENCING VS COURSES___________________________________ 

Until you are actually gearing up for competition, it is a good idea to run sequences rather that whole courses.  
Some people start trying to run whole courses when their dog has only had 2 or 3 months of training, but while a 

dog may have figured out all of the individual obstacles, putting them together is an entirely different skill.   The 
only thing you accomplish when you run courses with dogs who have not had enough foundation work, and are 
not quite ready for it, is to make the dog fail, and become frustrated.  

Remember that when you try to do a course of 18 to 20 obstacles, you are exposing yourself to every conceivable 
performance weakness the dog or you might have, while not being able to stop and actually address any of them.  
Even when your dog becomes advanced enough to handle running longer sequences in a course, you should not 
do this in every training session. Doing smaller sequences allows you to isolate problem areas, look at minor 
performance issues, and build foundation skills in both you and your dog.  


